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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Featured Guide for Grand Theft Auto IV. 

Here you will find guides to all story missions as well as guides for pigeons, unique jumps, activities, bonus missions and more, 
including screenshots of a lot of areas. You will also find maps for all the islands. You can also find checklists in pdf format to help you keep track 
of your progress in the game. You can find all maps and checklists in the download section. 

Since there are a lot of different ways to solve the main missions, I won't give an in-depth description on how to do so, just what needs to be 
done and a simple description of the solution. Some of the mission tasks that characters give you can not be completed all at once, but you 
will notice when a character is available while you play. This also goes for some of the bonus missions. 

Some bonus missions, like the pigeons and the unique jumps, can not be completed until you have unlocked all islands.

Good luck and have fun playing!

 



CHEAT CODES 

To enter a cheat code, bring up your phone by pressing Up, then Up again to access the keypad. Once a code has been 
entered correctly a new Cheats menu selection is available on your phone, below Options, where you can access the 
cheats without having to enter the phone number every time. You have to play to the mission where Roman gives you a 
phone to be able to use  
it for the cheats. NOTE! Some achievements will be blocked when using the cheats.  
 

Get Full Health and Weapons: 
Call GTA-555-0100 (482-555-0100) on your phone. 
(Blocks the Cleaned the Mean Streets achievement)

Get Weapons: 
Call GUN-555-0150 (486-555-0150) on your phone. 
(Blocks the Cleaned the Mean Streets achievement)

Get Advanced Weapons: 
Call GUN-555-0100 (486-555-0100) on your phone. 
(Blocks the Cleaned the Mean Streets achievement)

Get Full Health: 
Call DOC-555-0100 (362-555-0100) on your phone. 
(Blocks the Cleaned the Mean Streets, Finish Him, One Man Army & Walk Free achievements)

Wanted Level Down: 
Call COP-555-0100 (267-555-0100) on your phone. 
(Blocks the One Man Army & Mean Streets achievements)

Wanted Level Up: 
Call COP-555-0150 (267-555-0150) on your phone.

Change Weather: 
Call HOT-555-0100 (468-555-0100) on your phone.

Spawn Cognoscenti: 
Call CAR-555-0142 (227-555-0142) on your phone.

Spawn FBI Buffalo: 
Call CAR-555-0100 (227-555-0100) on your phone.

Spawn Turismo: 
Call CAR-555-0147 (227-555-0147) on your phone.

Spawn Comet: 
Call CAR-555-0175 (227-555-0175) on your phone.

Spawn SuperGT: 
Call CAR-555-0168 (227-555-0168) on your phone.

Spawn NRG900: 
Call MBK-555-0100 (625-555-0100) on your phone.

Spawn Sanchez: 
Call MBK-555-0150 (625-555-0150) on your phone.

Spawn Police Chopper: 
Call FLY-555-0100 (359-555-0100) on your phone. 
(Blocks the One Man Army & Walk Free achievements)

Spawn Jetmax: 
Call WET-555-0100 (938-555-0100) on your phone. 

 

 



MAIN MISSIONS - ROMAN

 
1. The Cousins Bellick 

Requirements to unlock: 
- 

Reward:  
$25

After the cut-scene, simply drive to Roman's apartment and watch another couple of cut-scenes. 

 

2. It's Your Call 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Roman mission The Cousins Bellick.

Reward:  
$30

Drive Roman to the harware store marked on your map. You'll get a cell phone from Roman. When the loan sharks appear, 
call Roman to warn him. Pick up Roman and drive him back to the taxi depot.

 

3. Three's a Crowd 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Roman mission It's Your Call.

Reward:  
-

You'll get a text message from Roman, asking you for help. Go to the taxi depot. After the cut-scene, drive to the place 
marked on your map to pick up Mallorie and Michelle. Then drive the girls to Michelle's apartment. When you've dropped off 
the girls, Roman will call you and tell you to pick up some new clothes. Go to the clothes shop marked on your map and 
but some new clothes. 

 

4. Bleed Out 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Roman mission Three's a Crowd.

Reward:  
$50

You will get a phone call from Roman, asking your for help. Drive to the place marked on your map. You'll find Roman 
being roughed up by the two Albanian loan sharks from before. Beat both of them up to learn about how the melee 
fighting system works. When both of them are down, go to Roman and watch a short cut-scene. One of the loan sharks 
are making a run for it. Run after Roman to his taxi and chase the loan shark trying to get a away. After a while, the loan 
shark stops his car and makes a run for it into a warehouse. Follow him and take him out. Then drive Roman back to the 
taxi depot to finish the mission.

 

5. Easy Fare 

Requirements to unlock: 



Complete the Roman mission Bleed Out.

Reward:  
$100

After the cut-scene, get into a car and drive to the spot marked on your map. Once there, Jermaine jumps into the car and 
tells you to drive him. Drive to the new mark on your map. Jermaine gets out to pick up some stuff. You will now get a two-
star wanted level. To drop the wanted level you need to get out of the marked area on your map long enough for the stars to 
go away. A nice trick is to get out of the car as soon as you are out of the wanted area. This will make the cops loose your 
trail fast. Now drive to the nearest Pay'n'Spray to get a free, first time re-paint of the car. This is also a fast way to remove 
your wanted level.

 

6. Jamaican Heat 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Roman mission Easy Fare.

Reward:  
$150

Roman asks you to go pick up a friend of his, Little Jacob. Drive to the spot marked on your map. When you arrive, honk 
your horn to get his attention. Once he is in the car, drive to the new location on your map. Once there, get out of the car 
with Jacob. Go down the alley and up the stairs to the yellow marker to get a good view of the meeting. Once the meeting 
goes bad, take out the three gangsters. Then get into a car and drive Jacob to his hangout, the Homebrew Café to finish 
the mission.

 

7. Uncle Vlad 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Roman mission Jamaican Heat. 
Complete the Vlad mission Ivan the Not So Terrible.

Reward:  
n/a

After the cut-scene, get into the car with Roman and drive to Vlad's place. Once you get there, another cut-scene will 
play where Vlad tries to run away. Get into the car with Roman and drive after Vlad. After a car chase, Vlad crashes and tries 
to get away on foot. Run after him and kill him to complete the mission.

 

8. Logging On 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Faustin/Dimitri mission Final Destination.

Reward:  
$1000

Roman wants you to try out the Internet. Get in a car and drive to the internet café marked on your map. Go inside and walk 
up to a free computer. Follow all the instructions for how to use the email and internet. Go outside to call Roman to 
complete the mission.

 

9. Roman's Sorrow 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Faustin mission Russian Revolution.



Reward:  
-

Roman calls you, asking you to come pick him up in an alley. Roman wants you to drive him to his apartment to get 
something. Once you get there its on fire. He then wants you to go the the taxi depot, but once you get there its on fire as 
well. Michelle tells you about a place in Bohan which will be you new safehouse. Once you get there, a cut-scene will 
trigger then the mission will be complete.

 

10. Hostile Negotiation 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Roman mission Roman's Sorrow. 
Complete the Elizabeta mission Have a Heart. 
Complete the Playboy X mission Photo Shoot.

Reward:  
-

Mallorie calls you on your phone telling you that Roman has been kidnapped by the Russians. Get a car and drive to 
the warehouse. Once there you have to fight your way through the warehouse up to the top floor where Roman is being 
held. When you reach Roman, one of the kidnappers is holding Roman as a shield. Use the sniper rifle or free aim and shoot 
the kidnapper without hitting Roman. Follow Roman out of the warehouse (NOTE! Make sure you don't bump into Roman 
on your way out so he falls all the way to the bottom floor and dies and you have to start all over again, like I did. ) and 
drive him home to complete the mission.

 



RANDOM CHARACTERS 

There are a total of 22 random characters around the city. When approached, a cutscene will trigger and a mission will 
start. You have to complete certain main missions before the random characters are available. The characters are marked 
on the minimap with a blue body symbol when close by. Some of the characters will apperar at another place in the city 
after your first mission for them, having another mission available.  

Badman 

Location: 
Sitting on a bench outside the Pill Pharm pharmacy in Dukes. 

Requirements to unlock: 
Complete the Little Jacob mission Shadow.

Reward:  
n/a

Objective:  
Get a car and pick up Badman. Then drive to the marked location and kill 6 gang members. 

 
Brian (1st time) 

Location:  
Standing by Roman's taxi business in Broker.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Roman mission It's your call.

Reward:  
$100

Objective:  
Just talk to Brian. 

 
Brian (2nd time) 

Location:  
Outside the Comrades Bar in Broker

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Roman mission It's your call.  
Complete the first Brian mission.

Reward:  
n/a

Objective:  
Drive Brian to the location marked on your map and wait for him to finish a drug deal then drive Brian to a new location. 

 
Brian (3rd time) 

Location:  
On a street corner in Downtown Broker.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Roman mission It's your call. 
Complete the first Brian mission. 
Complete the second Brian mission.

Reward:  



n/a

Objective:  
Drive Brian to the location on your map. When he gets attacked, kill the two drug dealers attacking him, then get back into 
the car and drive Brian to a new location. 

 
Cherise 

Location: 
The Cluckin' Bell in Northwood, Algonquin

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Dwayne mission Ruff Rider and spare Cherise's life. 
Complete the Playboy X mission The Holland Play.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Get a car and pick up Cherise. Drive to the location marked on your map. Find Cherise's boyfriend and beat him up or kill 
him. Drive back to Cherise to complete the mission. 

 
Clarence 

Location:  
On the street in East Holland, Algonquin.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Francis McReary mission Holland Nights and spare Clarence's life. 
Complete the Francis McReary mission Blood Brothers. 

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Kill Clarence. 

 
Eddie Low (1st time) 

Location:  
By an alley in Alderney City, Alderney. He will be there between 10pm and 4am.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Packie mission Three Leaf Clover.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Get into a car with Eddie and drive to the location marked on you map. After the cutscene drive Eddie to the next location 
to complete the mission. 

 
Eddie Low (2nd time) 

Location:  
In Berchem, Alderney. He will be there between 10pm and 4am.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Packie mission Three Leaf Clover. 
Complete the first Eddie Low mission.



Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
After the cutscene Eddie will attack you. Kill Eddie to complete the mission. 

 
Gracie 

Location:  
Outside her home in Acter, Alderney.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Gerry McReary mission Diamonds are a girls best friend. Wait three game days to get a call from Gerry.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Kill Gracie's five bodyguards to complete the mission. 

 
Hossan 

Location:  
On a street corner at Garner Street, Algonquin.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Manny mission The Puerto Rican Connection.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Drive Hossan to the location marked on your map. After the cutscene, follow the car and stop it any way you can and kill 
the driver. Get out of the car and pick up Hossan's money then drive Hossan back to the location marked on your map. 

 
Ilyena Faustin 

Location:  
On the boardwalk in Broker.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Manny mission The Puerto Rican Connection.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Drive to the location marked on the map and kill Ilyena's boyfriend. 

 
Ivan 

Location:  
On a street corner in Acter, Alderney.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Packie mission Three Leaf Clover. 
Complete the Vlad mission Ivan the Not So Terrible and spare Ivan's life. 

Reward: 
$1000



Objective:  
Get a car and pick up Ivan. Drive to the location marked on your map. After the cutscene you will be attacked by five 
gang members. Kill them to complete the mission. 

 
Jeff (1st time) 

Location:  
On a street corner in East Holland, Algonquin

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Playbot X mission Photo Shoot.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Get in a car and follow Jeff's wife without them noticing you. When they stop at a café, follow them inside and take a picture 
of them with your cell phone. Send the photo to Jeff then leave the café to complete the mission. 

 
Jeff (2nd time) 

Location:  
Jeff will call you on your cell phone.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Playbot X mission Photo Shoot. 
Complete the first Jeff mission.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Drive to the underground garage marked on your map. After the cutscene, get into Jeff's vehicle and drive to the 
location marked on your map without any being spotted by any cops. Drive the car off the ramp and jump out before it 
goes over the edge. 

 
Jeff (3rd time) 

Location:  
Sitting on a bench in Suffolk, Algonquin.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Playbot X mission Photo Shoot. 
Complete the first Jeff mission. 
Complete the second Jeff mission.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Just talk to Jeff. 

 
Marnie (1st time) 

Location:  
Sitting on a park bench in Alderney City, Algonquin.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Packie mission Three Leaf Clover.

Reward: 



n/a

Objective:  
Get into a car and drive Marnie to the location on your map. 

 
Marnie (2nd time) 

Location:  
On a street corner in Varsity heights, Algonquin.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Packie mission Three Leaf Clover. 
Complete the first MArnie mission.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Get into a car with Marnie and drive her to the train station marked on your map. 

 
Mel 

Location:  
On the sidewalk between your Broker safehouse and the police station.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Manny mission Escuela on the Streets.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Get a car and drive Mel to the location marked on the map. Follow him to his meeting and kill the three guys he is meeting, 
then drive Mel home. 

 
Pathos (1st time) 

Location:  
By the Thespian Theater in Algonquin.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Manny mission The Puerto Rican Connection.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Follow Pathos when he is chasing his bullies. When you reach them, kill them to complete the mission 

 
Pathos (2nd time) 

Location:  
Nearby the Thespian Theather in Algonquin.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Manny mission The Puerto Rican Connection. 
Complete the first Pathos mission.

Reward: 
n/a



Objective:  
When Pathos is attacked, kill his attackers. Then get a car and pick up Pathos. Drive him to the hospital marked on your map. 

 
Sara (1st time) 

Location:  
In the Suffolk area in Algonquin, she only appears after dark.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Manny mission The Puerto Rican Connection.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Get a car and drive to the location marked on the map. You will meet Sara's husband when you arrive. Kill him to complete 
the mission. 

 
Sara (2nd time) 

Location:  
At Pier 45 in Algonquin.

Requirements to unlock:  
Complete the Manny mission The Puerto Rican Connection. 
Complete the first Sara mission.

Reward: 
n/a

Objective:  
Drive to the location marked on your map and enter the store. Buy or steal the package and get back into your car. Drive 
back to Sara to deliver tha package and complete the mission.
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